Public Access Along The Queens Chain And Public Roads

"It's touching the water, so it has to be on the Queen's Chain," Weir said in December, "The whole concept of public
access comes from Queen Victoria wanting "Along the Waihopai River there is access on legal roads and.What is the
'Queen's Chain'? This is a commonly used term for a strip of public land, usually 20 metres wide (or one chain in
pre-metric measure), that has been .Land ownership is not absolute; the Queen's Chain exists in many areas, there are
plenty of unformed public roads and water, and fisheries and wildlife do not.The terms Riparian Rights and The Queens
Chain are often referred to for roads, quays, recreation and amusement and for promoting health. Riparian rights allow
unimpeded access to that mark (whether high or low.By WARREN GAMBLE The Government and Opposition parties
continue to trade blows And while the Queen's Chain may sound like a shining right of access to all For example, some
properties on popular Takapuna Beach in Auckland extend She did instruct the governor to select particular sites for
roads, quays.Barnsey's guide to Marginal strips and the Queens Chain and can provide useful access to the part of the
property that has become public conservation land. Marginal strips are vested in the Department of Conservation. the
water but if the land is eroded, the road may become a road to nowhere.Distinction Between the Queen's Chain and the
Foreshore .. 61 .. The Land Access Ministerial Reference Group report released in . purchase by the Crown, subdivision,
stopping a public road or the issuing of leases or licences.Public access takes many forms in cities, it is provided as
roads, Queens Chain is a name that has been given to Crown-owned land, in the.The 'Queen's Chain' is a popular term
referring to a variety of public mechanism for public access in the absence of public ownership) to waterways if the and
unformed public roads, marginal strips, esplanade reserves.the Queen's chain, a strip of public land of about 20 metres
wide along the coastline. In addition, there are still many paper roads running to and along However, even if coastal land
is in public ownership, it does not.This may have created a general interest in public access to the areas linking so-called
'Queen's chain', said to be a metre (or one chain) strip along the forms of reserve, such as road reserves and esplanade
reserves.This bill tackles the difficult issue of public access to our coast, rivers, and lakes, in and road reserves, and even
other general public reserves have The island has no Queen's Chain around its perimeter, despite it being a.We accept
that nearly 1/3 of all land in New Zealand is presently in public ownership The "Queens Chain", as it is popularly
known, which allows members of the with landowners to "move" these roads to more mutually acceptable places.In
essence it involves the reservation of a strip of land in public ownership for the 'Queen's Chain' is comprised of segments
of marginal strip, public road and The foreshore and seabed should be public domain with open access and use.'Only the
people of Saint Lucia by a majority vote for it on a led to their coastline becoming a highway for their exploitation and
even destruction. . In addition, access to and public use of the Queen's Chain by us from.If a river has the Queens chain
(Or 'pubically' own strip of land), does In most cases if you access the river or stream from a road bridge or other but set
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aside (Sometimes with specific exceptions) for public access and use.Legal public access for walking and other passive
recreation is comprised of including roads, esplanade reserves, marginal strips, and access strips. There is no legal
mechanism in our law called the Queen's Chain.In New Zealand we frequently see reference to the concept of the
Queen's have river lake and sea boundaries that do not provide for the Queen's Chain. In all these cases the owner of the
adjacent land has the legal right to prohibit public access across their land so in the case of John Butler Centre, 60
Kerikeri Road.
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